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Abstract

Simulation experiments involve various sub-tasks, e.g., parameter optimization, simulation execution, or output data
analysis. Many algorithms can be applied to such tasks, but their performance depends on the given problem. Steady state
estimation in systems biology is a typical example for this: several estimators have been proposed, each with its own
(dis-)advantages. Experimenters, therefore, must choose from the available options, even though they may not be aware of
the consequences. To support those users, we propose a general scheme to aggregate such algorithms to so-called
synthetic problem solvers, which exploit algorithm differences to improve overall performance. Our approach subsumes
various aggregation mechanisms, supports automatic configuration from training data (e.g., via ensemble learning or
portfolio selection), and extends the plugin system of the open source modeling and simulation framework James II. We
show the benefits of our approach by applying it to steady state estimation for cell-biological models.
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Introduction

The identification of steady states is essential for many

applications of computational biology, e.g., to study human

cancer [1], T-helper cell differentiation [2], T cell receptor

(TCR) signaling [3], or cell cycles of yeast types [4]. Several

approaches to identify steady states exist. Analytical approaches

typically investigate the full state space of a model. While they are

suitable for some kinds of models, e.g., boolean networks [5], a

complete state-space coverage is often infeasible for more complex

models. In such cases, steady states can be estimated via

simulation.

Simulation-based steady state estimation is independent of the

modeling formalism, as it merely assumes that trajectories through

a model’s state-space can be generated. To understand the steady

state behavior of stochastic models, it is often necessary to generate

multiple trajectories that cover a spectrum of possible paths

through the state-space. For each trajectory, one observes how the

quantity of interest, e.g., the amount of a chemical species, changes

over time. The resulting time series are then analyzed to estimate a

steady state statistic, e.g., the mean. Various methods have been

proposed for this task, e.g., [6–11]. Experimenters need to decide

which method to use.

However, steady state estimation is only one of many sub-tasks

to be carried out. Similar decisions must be made for other tasks,

e.g., regarding parameter optimization, simulation, or further data

analysis. Due to the variety of challenges, a typical user cannot be

expert in all relevant disciplines, and hence will find it difficult to

make these decisions. This calls for a better support in conducting

simulation experiments. While our previous work focused on

automatically selecting simulation algorithms [12], the other sub-

tasks of simulation experiments [13] need to be covered as well.

Moreover, the selection of an individual algorithm is only one way

to solve this problem; it is a special case of the general approach to

compose several algorithms for a certain task into a single algorithm.

To support this, general-purpose simulation systems need to

offer generic composition mechanisms, which should also reflect

the specifics of simulation experiments. For example, sub-tasks of

simulation experiments are usually executed iteratively. Such

mechanisms should also be easy to tune to the given application

domain, to improve their performance. This is especially relevant

for computational systems biology, e.g., Ghosh et. al. [14] demand

that ‘‘software tools and resources for systems biology need to be tailored to

their intended applications in order to achieve the objectives of novel biological

discoveries’’.

In this paper, we present an approach to compose simulation

experiment methods that are fine-tuned toward their application

domain. One of our main goals is to make simulation-based steady

state estimation more accessible to users who lack the experience

to select a suitable method. Nevertheless, our approach is generic,

i.e., it also enables a composition of other simulation experiment

tasks, such as parameter optimization. It is based on the notion of

a synthetic problem solver (called SPS in the following and defined

in Equation 3) component, which incorporates a set of base-line

problem solvers, e.g., steady state estimation methods, and

combines them to improve the overall performance. The main

advantage is that users do not have to manually select the best

suited algorithm for each concrete problem. Instead, a domain
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expert provides a set of representative example problems, from the

same problem domain as the concrete problem to be solved. A

synthetic problem solver is then trained on those example

problems to learn a suitable algorithm composition for this

problem domain. It will thus be able to find a good solution for the

concrete problem, without involving the user any further.

We assume that each base-line problem solver can solve

problems of the given type alone, and that all solvers for this

problem type work on the same input data, e.g., time series in case

of steady state estimation. Our approach involves two major steps:

a) it evaluates the base-line problem solvers on a set of

representative problems, and b) it analyzes the collected data to

generate an SPS instance with superior performance, e.g., in terms

of robustness. To prototype the creation and usage of synthetic

problem solvers, we extend the modeling and simulation

framework James II [15,16] to accommodate them as synthetic

(i.e., user-specified, automatically generated) plugins. By extending

James II ’s plugin system, we ensure a high degree of flexibility

with respect to both the base-line algorithms and the mechanisms

for combining them. To illustrate the generality of our approach,

we discuss related approaches for algorithm composition, and later

show how they can be realized with the SPS concept. To show the

effectiveness of our approach, we describe an SPS for steady state

estimation. It is based on ten base-line problem solvers and

performs well on simulation output data from seven biochemical

models: six simple reaction networks from [17] and a T cell

receptor (TCR) signaling model from [3].

Materials and Methods

2.1 Background and Related Work
Ghosh et. al. [14] structure tools and methods applied in

systems biology according to iterative cycles of experimentation,

data acquisition and analysis, modeling, and computational

analysis. They stress the need for standardization and interoper-

ability between tools and demand unifying platforms to make tools

accessible in a consistent manner, in order to improve productivity

and reduce possible errors. James II is such a platform for

modeling, simulation, and experimentation [15,16]. It is the basis

of the presented composition mechanism and offers various

methods at different points of the experiment process, e.g.,

simulators, parameter optimization methods, and steady state

estimators.

The basic idea of automatically composing software compo-

nents is anything but new. The challenge we tackle here is to

integrate such functionality into simulation software systems, in a

way that allows both a high degree of automation and also high

flexibility when it comes to the way in which the software

components are composed. Therefore, we briefly review relevant

formal methods to compose algorithms (Section 2.1.1) and then

discuss automatic component composition in other software

systems (Section 2.1.2).

2.1.1 Composition Schemes. Composing algorithms is

typically associated with applying a function to the results of

another function (e.g., via function composition: f 0g). Another

notion, on which we focus here, is composing algorithms

a1, . . . ,an[A, all of which are applicable to elements from the

same problem space P, so that the overall performance of a

composite algorithm c(a1, . . . ,an) is superior to that of a1,a2, . . . ,
and an, respectively.

Rice’s formalization of the so-called algorithm selection problem

(ASP) can be regarded as a general scheme to compose better-

performing algorithms [18]. In principle, it deals with selecting the

most suitable (base-line) algorithm from an algorithm space A to

solve a problem x from problem space P. To achieve this goal,

features f [F are extracted from x, using an extraction mapping

F : P?F. A (typically unknown) performance mapping

p : A|P?Rk defines the (multi-faceted, hence k-dimensional)

performance of algorithms (in A) on problems (in P). Additionally,

a norm DD:DD that depends on user criteria w[Rk is introduced to

characterize algorithm performance with a single value (for

algorithm comparison). User criteria may, for example, define

the desired balance between the accuracy and the speed of an

algorithm. The problem is now to find a selection mapping

S : F|Rk?A, i.e., a function that takes the features F (x)[F of a

problem x[P and the user criteria w[Rk to select the best-

performing algorithm a[A. Rice considers this to be an

approximation problem, i.e., a selection mapping S can be found

with techniques from machine learning. The approach allows, for

example, to support users in selecting a suitable execution

algorithm for a model [19]. A fully automatic selection is also

feasible, e.g., it could considerably speed up the simulation of

chemical reaction networks in James II [12]. However, most

implementations of this approach are focused on recommender

systems for scientific software in general, i.e., algorithms are

selected but not composed (e.g., see [20]).

Instead of selecting a single base-line algorithm, the fundamen-

tal idea of algorithm portfolios is to apply a set A(A of algorithms to

the same problem and to combine their results afterwards. This

approach originated in finance, where financial assets are bundled

into portfolios that maximize the expected return, given the risk

aversion preferences of an investor [21]. Instead of a selection

function, portfolios assign weights to each available algorithm, and

use them to combine the algorithms’ results afterwards. Portfolio

approaches have been successfully applied to SAT solving (e.g.,

[22]) and other NP-hard problems (e.g., [23,24]), as well as the

simulation of chemical reaction networks in James II [12].

Portfolio-based approaches receive attention in many other

domains, e.g., for valuating and managing biodiversity [25], and

for exploring biological robustness and a suitable balance of

fragility and performance in cell biological systems [26].

Similar to algorithm portfolios, algorithm ensembles typically

apply multiple algorithms to a single problem. In contrast to

portfolios, however, the application of algorithms is not defined by

weights. Instead, an additional function is learned that considers

the results of the algorithms in A to generate a result. Algorithm

ensembles are predominantly used in machine learning, where

various methods exist to train the base-line algorithms on (subsets

of) input data first, and to then train a function that operates on

their results, afterwards. The learned function could, for example,

decide which base-line algorithm ai performs well in which region

of the problem space P, i.e., which result to choose in which

situation [27,28]. In machine learning, the latter approach is

called meta-learning; it can be tackled with methods to solve the

ASP [29]. This approach of algorithm composition from empirical

data is promising, since the results of the base-line algorithms in A

may reveal important properties of the problem at hand.

Ensemble methods are widely used in bioinformatics, e.g., for

proteomics data analysis [28].

All composition schemes discussed above imply some form of

learning: either a selection function, portfolio weights, or an

ensemble function shall be learned, typically from past perfor-

mance data. Learning these elements can also be done online, i.e.,

during a sequence x1, . . . ,xn[P of problems being solved. An

example for such an approach is the adaptive online time

allocation (AOTA) method [30]. It adapts the weights of

algorithms according to their performance observed so far, by
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maintaining a history of problem features and performance

measurements, which are also recorded during the solution of a

single problem. Based on this history, it is possible to predict the

additional computing time an algorithm ai needs until it solves a

problem xj , and to allocate resources accordingly. This approach

allows to learn algorithm portfolios incrementally [31] and lends

itself to an integration of various learning methods, e.g.,

reinforcement learning [32]. Reinforcement learning has already

been used to speed up the simulation of chemical reaction

networks [33].

2.1.2 Automated Composition in Software Systems. In

practice, an automated composition of software components is

particularly relevant for (self-)adaptive software, i.e., software that

is designed to adapt to changes in the user’s needs or changes in its

environment. To achieve this, adaptive software is flexible with

respect to the methods for handling a problem, i.e., it does not rely

on one design decision for an algorithm but employs different

ones, continuously re-deciding which one to use in the given

context. Norvig and Cohn [34] list five key technologies that form

the foundation of adaptive software: dynamic programming

languages, agent technology, decision theory, reinforcement

learning, and probabilistic networks. While we use a programming

language that is mostly static (Java) and do not rely on the agent

metaphor, the composition scheme we put forward in Section

‘‘Synthetic Problem Solvers’’ can integrate elements that rely on

the last three technologies. Each of those could be used within a

composed algorithm c(:::) to reason about the performance of the

a1, . . . ,an[A (see Section 2.1.1) and adapt itself accordingly.

In [35], McKinley et al. present a taxonomy of composition

techniques for adaptive software. From their point of view, we

realize a dynamic composition of algorithms at runtime. From the

perspective of autonomous computing [36], our approach allows

to dynamically re-configure simulation systems by (re-)creating

composed algorithms that are better tuned to the tasks at hand.

Via learning, the simulation system gets aware of its context, i.e.,

the problems it shall be applied to, and can optimize itself.

While we strive to automate the overall process of composing an

algorithm c( . . . ), it should still be triggered manually by a user.

This is a major difference to the autonomous computing setting,

but it is necessary: a user needs to define the performance metric of

interest and the problems to be used for training. Although the

need for manual intervention could be perceived as a drawback, it

also helps a practitioner to be aware of the available algorithmic

alternatives and the underlying assumptions of their composition,

e.g., that the training set of problems is representative for the tasks

to come.

Automatic composition has also been addressed in other fields,

but mostly for enabling the execution of new tasks that require

interaction between the components (e.g., web services). Such a

composition can be supported via languages or language features,

such as language-integrated queries (LINQ, e.g., see [37]), or by

additional tools. For example, K-BACEE [38] allows to automat-

ically evaluate component ‘ensembles’. These methods are

fundamentally different from our approach: we aim to compose

complete algorithms, each already designed to fulfill the task at

hand. Our main motivation for this is to improve performance

metrics, such as the quality of the results.

Ostertag et al. [39] propose AIRS, an AI based library for

software reuse, which is designed to browse software libraries for

(reusing) components and packages that best meet given require-

ments. As components are described according to features, which

represent classification criteria, they can then be selected

according to the similarity between description and target

requirements. While the application domain of AIRS (browsing

of components) differs from our approach (orchestration of

algorithms to gain improved results), they share one key idea,

namely to represent components (i.e., algorithms) by their features

to assess their suitability for the problem at hand. In the domain of

simulation, adaptation is typically not realized as a property of the

simulation system, but as a feature of specific algorithms. For

example, there are many approaches for adaptive algorithms in

the field of parallel and distributed discrete-event simulation (e.g.,

[40–45]). Similarly, some numerical integration methods in

continuous simulation realize error control by adaptation, e.g.,

by changing step-size or using a different order method [46].

2.2 Synthetic Problem Solvers
We propose a general structure for an automated composition

of algorithms, which is called synthetic problem solver (SPS). The SPS

contains the logic to orchestrate a set of algorithms. Both the SPS

and the orchestrated algorithms adhere to a problem solver interface.

The interface comprises a single function, solve, which works

iteratively. It may repeatedly request more information about the

problem before generating a final result. The function takes the

current problem iteration (from Pit) and state (from S) to compute

the next state:

solve : Pit|S?S ð1Þ

S contains triplets of the form (as,req,res)[AS|REQ|

RES~S, which hold the actual problem solver state (from AS),

a request to demand more information (from REQ), and a result

for the current problem iteration (from RES). Pit refers to iterated

problems:

Pit~P|H, ð2Þ

comprising the initial problem (from P) and a request history H[H,

which is a sequence H~h1, . . . ,hn with hi[(REQ,ANS), i.e., it is

a list of issued requests from REQ and corresponding answers

from the set of possible answers, ANS, comprising additional

information about the problem (like additional data points of a

time series). Note that the different iterations might be required, as

in many cases not all information are available from the beginning.

Hence, while the final result completely depends on the initial

problem and the following answers, the iterations are required to

request those answers.

In case of steady state estimation, the initial problem is a time

series and the problem solver is a specific estimator. In each

iteration, the estimator tries to estimate the steady state statistic.

To avoid recalculations, it may store runtime information like the

running mean or the variance of the time series in its solver state

as[AS. If more data points are required for an estimate, it requests

them by setting a boolean request variable to true, i.e.,

REQ~ftrue,falseg. In that case it also declares the result to be

undefined (\), otherwise it will be the estimated steady state

statistic, i.e., RES~R|f\g. As long as the request is true,

additional data points are generated, e.g., by simulation, and

added to the time series. Then, the next iteration of the solution

procedure is triggered. This procedure, depicted in Figure S1 of

File S1, is executed by an additional management component. It

continues until the estimator’s request is false and the desired

steady state statistic, e.g., the mean, can be estimated.

A more formal description of the problem solver interface is

provided in Text S1 of File S1. Many sub-tasks of simulation

experiments, e.g., model execution or parameter optimization, are

executed in an iterative manner and could thus be controlled

Composing Problem Solvers
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through this interface. The synthetic problem solver (SPS) is a

realization of this interface that supports composition. It is

formally defined in the next section.

2.2.1 Definition. A synthetic problem solver SPS has the

following structure:

SPS~SA,FP,FS,s,kT ð3Þ

i.e., it is defined by a set of problem solvers (A), sets of problem

feature and state feature extractor functions (FP and FS ), a

selection function s, and a composition function k. In the

following, we define the different components and their interplay.

As with the discussion of existing schemes for algorithm

composition (see Section 2.1.1), we base our formal definitions

on the notation introduced by Rice [18].

Let A be the set of available problem solvers (algorithms) that

implement the described problem solver interface. To realize a

decision making procedure on problem solvers, a retrieval of

relevant features of those solvers and the problem at hand is

required. For example, during a steady state estimation with

multiple baseline estimators, problem features might characterize

the time series, whereas solver features might represent the results

of the estimators when applied to that time series. Therefore,

departing from Rice’s original definitions, we define two kinds of

feature extraction functions. A problem feature extractor FP : Pit?FP

extracts a solver-independent feature fp[FP from the iterated

problem, whereas a state feature extractor FS : S?FS extracts a

solver-dependent feature fs[Fs from the state s[S of a solver a[A.

For instance, in the case of steady state estimation, a problem

feature extractor extracts variance and range from a request

history that represents the generated time series segments. A state

feature extractor could return a boolean that indicates whether an

estimator detected the end of the warm-up phase. FP denotes the

sets of available problem feature extractors, FS denotes the set of

available state feature extractors.

In some cases, it is not sufficient to just consider the features of

the current iteration. For instance, if a problem solver always

produced bad results during previous iterations, this could be

relevant for decision making. Therefore, we introduce a feature

history HF containing all problem and state features that have been

previously extracted (note that the feature history is different to the

request history of the problem solver interface definition (Equation

2) as it is part of the problem solver state rather than its input). It

can be formally described by:

HF ~h
f
1, . . . ,hf

r , ð4Þ

where h
f
i [Fn

P|Fm
S , with n~DFPD and m~DFS D:DAD. Hence, the

feature history is essentially a list of r tuples, where r is the number

of executed iterations and each tuple contains the problem and

state features that have been extracted during the corresponding

iteration. This allows a decision-making component to consider

the entire history of the ongoing problem solving procedure,

similar in spirit to the history of the AOTA framework [31].

After the features have been extracted, the decision making

process can be executed. Two functions are responsible for this,

realizing base-line solver selection and composition. Both are

defined upon the set of all possible feature histories, HF :

1. A selection function s : HF?2A decides which (non-empty) set of

base-line solvers from A is applied to the current problem

iteration.

2. A composition function k : HF?RES|REQ composes the

overall results of the selected base-line solvers and generates

further requests.

For steady state estimation, a selection function s could select all

estimators that have not yet detected the end of the warm-up

phase. Likewise, a composition function k could request further

data points until the majority of estimators has detected an end of

the warm-up phase, and then average their estimates to calculate

the overall result.

The actual state space (AS) of the synthetic problem solver

consists of the feature history and the base-line solver states, so that

its overall state Ssynth is defined as

Ssynth~f(as,res,req)Das[HF | P
a[A

ASa,res[RES,req[REQg ð5Þ

Each base-line solver could have a similar state, i.e., synthetic

problem solvers can be nested.

2.2.2 Implementation. We can now implement the solve

function of the generic interface (see Equation 1) for a synthetic

problem solver SPS~SA,FP,FS,s,kT. Algorithm 1 in Table 1

shows the pseudo-code. It starts with extracting the set EP of

Table 1. Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for the solve function of a
synthetic problem solver.

1 Given: synthetic problem solver SPS~SA,FP,FS ,s,kT

2 Input: problem pi
it[Pit , input state si[Ssynth (where i is the current iteration)

3 Output: output state siz1[Ssynth

4

5 //extract problem features

6 EP/
S

FP[FP
FP(pi

it)

7

8 //select baseline solvers

9 Sel/s(si :as:Hf ,EP)

10

11 //apply selected baseline solvers and retrieve successor states

12 Suc/fa:solve(pi
it,s

i :as:sa)Da[Selg

13 |fsi :as:sa Da[A\Selg
14

15 //extract state features from successor states

16 ES/
S

FS[FS ,s[Suc FS(s)

17

18 //append current iteration (iz1) to feature history

19 H ’f /(si :as:Hf ,(EP,ES))

20

21 //compose next iteration

22 (res,req)/k(H ’f )

23

24 //construct new algorithm state

25 siz1/((H ’f ,Suc),res,req)

It implements the problem solver interface (see Equation 1).The pseudo-code
assumes that problem and state features, i.e., elements from FP and FS , can be

collected in sets. The dot-notation, as in si:as:Hf (line 9), refers to certain sub-

elements of a tuple, in this case the feature history Hf , which is part of the state

component as (see Equation 5).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0091948.t001
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problem features (see line 6, Algorithm 1 in Table 1). Then, the

function s selects suitable problem solvers, based on the extracted

problem features EP and the feature history Hf (line 9).

Afterwards, the solve method of the selected base-line solvers is

applied to retrieve their successor states (line 12), while the states of

the other base-line solvers remain unchanged (line 13). State

features are extracted from the successor states, resulting in the set

ES of extracted state features (line 16). Problem and state features

are appended to the feature history Hf , leading to a successor

feature history H ’f (line 19) that is used for composing the next

result and request of the SPS by applying the composition function

k (line 22). Finally, the successor state s’ is created by combining

feature history, base-line solver states, result, and request (line 25).

Figure 1 shows the data flows during an execution of solve.

2.2.3 An Example SPS for Steady State Estimation. As

mentioned before, simulation-based steady state estimation works

on time series. In each iteration, an additional part of a time series

is created by simulation and investigated by the estimator, i.e.,

Figure 1. The function solve of the SPS. It receives a problem iteration pi
it[Pit (Equation 2) and the current SPS state si[Ssynth (Equation 5). At

first, the problem feature extractors FP[FP extract relevant features from pi
it (cf. line 6 in Table 1). Then, the selection function s selects suitable

problem solvers for the current problem iteration, pi
it (cf. line 9). The selected solvers operate on their previous state s1, . . . ,sk[S and are applied to

pi
it, which results in a successor state s’i[S. The successor states s’1:::,s’k[S are stored in the SPS successor state s’ (l. 25), for the next iteration of solve.

Furthermore, they are forwarded to the state feature extractors FS[FS (l. 16). Note that state feature extractors may only be applicable to certain
problem solver states. For instance, some steady state estimator could store a specific test statistic in its state. A corresponding feature extractor
would first check compatibility, and then either extract the statistic or return no feature. The features of the current iteration are appended to the
feature history HF (cf. l. 19). The updated feature history H ’F is forwarded to the composition function k, which creates a result of the current iteration
(res[RES), and a request for further information about the problem (req[REQ, cf. l. 22). Finally, result and request are stored in the SPS successor
state (cf. l. 25), which is returned and can be used to compute the next iteration of solve.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0091948.g001
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Pit~Rn. The result is an estimate of some steady state statistic, in

our case the steady state mean. Therefore, RES~R|f\g and \
again denotes that no steady state mean could be estimated. The

request is a boolean value denoting whether additional data are

required for estimation, hence REQ~ftrue,falseg.
Our sample SPS~SA,FP,FS,s,kT uses two base-line problem

solvers, i.e., A~fa1,a2g, where a1 is the MSER steady state

estimator [10] and a2 is Schruben’s test steady state estimator [8]

(this is a very brief example; we present a more realistic case study

in Section ‘Experiments: A Synthetic Steady State Estinator’). FP
contains two problem feature extractors, one for the standard

deviation and one for the range, i.e., the distance between

minimum and maximum value, of the time series. FS contains a

state feature extractor that retrieves the estimated steady state

mean from the algorithms in A, stored in their states, which may

be \ to denote that none was found yet. The selection function s
is trivial, it always selects both algorithms: s(HF )~fa1,a2g. The

composition function k is based on a decision tree (e.g., [47]),

which is generated from previously collected performance data,

where a1 and a2 have been applied to representative problems.

Figure 2 shows a hypothetical decision tree that could result from

such a training process.

2.3 Integration of Synthetic Problem Solvers in James II
2.3.1 Plugin -based Realization. The process of SPS

creation, deployment, and usage should be automated as much

as possible. Our prototype is based on the open-source modeling

and simulation framework James II [15,48] (See http://jamesII.

org).

We chose James II as base for the implementation of our

concept, as its plugin structure allows a separated and flexible

application of algorithms. Furthermore, James II is based on Java,

a very popular, platform-independent programming language

including a static type-system that is beneficial for the treatment of

different algorithm types by maintaining well-defined interfaces.

However, our concept can be realized for any simulation system or

programming language providing plugins that can be analyzed

and applied by reasoning mechanisms.

In James II, algorithms and data structures that are encapsu-

lated in plugins are managed by a central registry. The registry

distinguishes plugins based on their plugin type, which corresponds

to the functionality they offer. Broadly speaking, plugins of a

certain plugin type provide alternative implementations of a

particular Java interface. James II allows to add new plugins and

new plugin types. Both are declared in XML files, loaded during

start-up, and can be discovered at runtime, by querying the central

registry. This makes it easy for developers to re-use and extend the

functionality of the framework.

The prototype of our synthetic problem solver

SPS~SA,FP,FS,s,kT (see Equation 3) is based on the following

plugins and plugin types:

1. A: a list of problem solver algorithms, i.e., plugins of type

problem solver. The corresponding Java interface declares the

solve function (see Equation 1).

2. FP,FS : lists of problem feature extractors and state feature

extractors, i.e., plugins of type feature extractor. The distinction

between problem and state feature extractors is maintained by

defining the type of object to which an extractor can be

applied.

3. s,k: selection and composition function are implemented by

plugins of type result composer. The two functions are often

related (see Section ‘‘Mapping Synthetic Problem Solvers to

Existing Composition Schemes’’), so we combine them to a

single component that fully determines the composition.

Figure 2. Example decision tree representing the function k. It is traversed from top to bottom until a leaf is reached, and works on both
problem and state features. At first, the (relative) range is considered: if it is below or equal to 0:6, the left sub-tree is selected, otherwise the right
one. In the left sub-tree, a decision is made depending on the state feature of estimator a1 , by determining whether it could estimate a steady state
mean, stored in its state, i.e., s1:res=\. In the right sub-tree, the standard deviation is requested. If the deviation falls below 0:1, the state feature of
estimator a1 is considered, otherwise that of estimator a2 is used. The leaves of the tree denote result and request of the SPS instance. Depending on
problem and state features, k either requests more data points from the simulation or returns the result of the algorithm that is considered more
suitable for trajectories with the given features (see line 22 in Table 1).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0091948.g002
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A, FP, and FS contain predefined plugins, but the composition

logic depends on the characteristics of the problems to be solved

(see Section 2.1.1). Hence, users should be able to (re-)generate s
and k automatically. This is described in the following.

2.3.2 Automatic Generation of Selection and Composition

Functions. The functions s and k of an SPS instance can

realize various kinds of composition (see Section ‘‘Mapping

Synthetic Problem Solvers to Existing Composition Schemes’’).

They are typically generated from empirical data, by considering

the performance of base-line solvers on previously encountered

problems. We assume that a set of such training problems is available.

Figure 3 shows an overview of the automatic generation process.

At first, the base-line problem solvers in A are applied individually

to the given training problems. Both problem features and state

features are recorded during this evaluation. State features can

also include performance measurements, such as memory

consumption or execution time. The features are extracted

automatically and written to a dedicated performance database

[49], which is integrated into the experimentation layer of James II

[16]. This makes it easy to conduct large-scale performance

evaluations with various experiment designs, so that even large sets

of training problems can be analyzed conveniently.

Often, an additional data aggregation step is required. For

example, generating a k function for an algorithm ensemble

requires to aggregate the data tuples of all individual problem

solvers (see Section 2.4.3). Aggregation may also be necessary if

either algorithm performances or training problems are stochastic.

Given the aggregated data, we can now generate different

representations of the s and k functions. This ‘Data Analysis’ step

(see Figure 3) is handled by plugins. For example, one plugin could

implement a machine learning algorithm to create decision trees

like the one shown in Figure 2. Several machine learning

algorithms are already available as plugins, e.g., implementations

from the WEKA toolkit [50].

Then, the representations of s and k are evaluated on

previously unseen problems. This step ensures, for example, that

a learning method is indeed suitable to the domain at hand, e.g.,

by estimating its prediction error on previously unseen problems.

Like the data analysis step, this procedure is fully customizable via

plugins. In a final step, the best-performing representations of s
and k are incorporated in a new SPS instance. We describe its

deployment to James II in the next section.

2.3.3 Deployment to the James II Registry. The result of

the process depicted in Figure 3 is an instance of the synthetic

problem solver, which needs to be deployed as a new plugin to the

James II registry. However, the way in which James II plugins are

created and loaded is rather static. Typically, plugins are declared

in XML files that contain relevant Java class names and some pre-

defined meta-data, e.g., regarding parameters [15]. An SPS

instance, however, is not defined by a class, but instead by specific

instances of its base-line problem solvers (A), its feature extractors

(FP and FS ), and its selection and composition functions (s and

k). Therefore, we extend the registry to support a more flexible

definition of plugins.

SPS instances are wrapped in so-called synthetic plugins, which are

handled by an additional management component. Synthetic

plugins are stored to a local file, which is read during start-up.

While they are kept in a dedicated data structure, i.e., separated

from the other James II plugins, queries to discover a plugin of a

certain type now also consider all synthetic plugins of that type.

This process is transparent to application code, i.e., an SPS

instance can be applied throughout James II without code

changes.

After an SPS has been trained and deployed (typically, by an

expert for the problem domain or the algorithms at hand), users do

not have to care about selecting the best suited algorithm for a

problem, or how to apply trained compositions. Instead, they

simply use the deployed synthetic plugin, which returns an SPS

instance comprising the composition. Synthetic plugin and SPS

instance are thus used similarly to the standard plugins and

algorithms offered by James II.

Synthetic plugins may provide additional meta-data that is

important for selecting between them. In case of steady state

estimation, this could include the statistical properties of the time

series used for training.

2.4 Mapping Synthetic Problem Solvers to Existing
Composition Schemes

We now elaborate how the SPS can be configured to realize the

composition approaches discussed in Section 2.1.1. The simplicity

of these mappings makes us confident that this approach could be

useful for many other problems encountered in computational

systems biology.

2.4.1 Algorithm Selection Problem. The first element of an

SPS~SA,FP,FS,s,kT, A, corresponds to the set of algorithms A

in the algorithm selection problem (see Section 2.1.1). However,

each algorithm in A has to comply with the problem solver

interface (see Equation 1). The problem feature extractors in FP

are analogous to feature extractors in the ASP, but FP would also

include a problem feature extractor that returns user criteria. The

set of state feature extractors, FS , contains a single extractor that

retrieves the overall results from the state of the selected base-line

problem solver. As only one base-line problem solver shall be

selected and used, the selection function s picks a single element

from A and thus realizes a selection mapping for the ASP.

Typically, s is generated by analyzing algorithm performance on

training problems. This analysis relies, at least implicitly, on some

measure of performance, which is explicitly considered by the ASP

Figure 3. Scheme for the generation. A multi-step procedure allows to automatically generate suitable representations of the s and k functions.
The procedure involves simulation experiments, data recording, data aggregation, and data analysis. Then, potential representations of s and k, e.g.,
decision trees of various forms, are evaluated against new data, with methods like cross-validation. Finally, the best-performing representations of s
and k are deployed into an SPS instance.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0091948.g003
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but has no direct counterpart in the SPS. The composition

function k returns the results extracted from the state of the

selected base-line problem solver.

As a sample setup, consider a set A of stochastic simulation

algorithms (SSAs) for chemical reaction networks [51]. SSA

performance strongly depends on the given model, so that

automatically selecting a suitable algorithm can considerably

improve execution time [12]. The problem space Pit contains all

chemical reaction networks that can be simulated with SSAs.

Problem feature extractors in FP may retrieve the number of

distinct species and reactions from a model, or a measure of its

stiffness. An additional user criterion could, for example, account

for approximative SSA variants and specify an acceptable trade-off

between execution speed and accuracy. The state feature extractor

in FS would retrieve the generated simulation trajectory from an

SSA state, and the selection function s could be generated via

supervised learning on previously recorded execution times. A

similar approach was pursued in [52] for spatial SSAs. The

composition function k would return the generated simulation

trajectory to the user.

2.4.2 Algorithm Portfolios. If an SPS~SA,FP,FS,s,kT
realizes an algorithm portfolio, the portfolio elements correspond

to the algorithm set A. Problem features are typically neglected for

portfolio construction, so FP would be empty. FS would contain

at least two state feature extractors: one to retrieve the current

solution from a base-line problem solver state, and one to retrieve

its requests. The selection function s would select all portfolio

members for execution, whereas the composition function k would

aggregate the base-line problem solver’s results and requests based

on their predefined portfolio weights.

Algorithm portfolios can be applied, for example, to solve hard

optimization problems [24] in systems biology [53]. In case of

simulation-based optimization, each base-line problem solver

could be an optimization approach that requests new points in a

model’s parameter space to be evaluated. The k function could

aggregate all requests based on portfolio weights, e.g., to let more

promising optimization algorithms evaluate more data points.

Dynamic portfolios, where algorithm weights are adapted during

iterations, can be mapped to an online adaptation scheme (see

Section 2.4.4).

2.4.3 Algorithm Ensembles. The realization of ensembles

by the SPS is quite similar to algorithm portfolios. The only

difference is that the composition function k now realizes an

ensemble function that takes into account all base-line problem

solver results. This may also require that the original problem p[P

is stored as a problem feature, so that it can be accessed by k.

Our SPS setup described in Section 3.1 is a concrete example of

such an approach. Machine learning approaches can be improved

in similar ways [27,29], and can be applied to various problems in

systems biology (e.g., see [54]).

2.4.4 Online Adaptation. All of the above schemes can be

adapted to work in an online fashion, leading to dynamic

algorithm selection, dynamic algorithm portfolios, and dynamic

algorithm ensembles. In general, adaptive behavior in the SPS can

be realized by defining problem and state feature extractors that

extract metrics regarding the solution progress. Such data is then

stored to the feature history Hf , so that the s and k functions can

access them. Data to be accessed by the solvers itself can be added

to the answer-request history by the composition function k, so

that it becomes part of the next problem iteration p[Pit.

For example, an adaptation scheme like AOTA (see Section

2.1.1) can be realized this way. AOTA’s history corresponds to the

feature history HF . The composition function k could conduct

solver-specific performance predictions and could then store the

results. During the next iteration, the base-line problem solvers

can access those results, now part of the iterated problem p[Pit,

and use computing resources accordingly.

Approaches that adaptively reconfigure a simulator at runtime

(e.g., [33,42]) can be mapped to this scheme as well. The selection

function s would realize the online learning algorithm and select

the most suitable simulator for the next part of the simulation task,

while the composition function k would simply store the last model

state (extracted from the selected base-line problem solver) to the

answer-request history, so that it can be accessed by the next base-

line problem solver.

Experiments: A Synthetic Steady State Estimator

To illuminate the effectiveness of the developed SPS infrastruc-

ture for supporting simulation studies in systems biology, we apply

it to steady state estimation [55, p. 96], i.e., we aim at estimating

the mean of a time series after its warm-up phase (also called initial

transient or initialization bias) is finished. This application area is

of particular interest for a composition of base-line problem

solvers, as Assmussen et. al. [57] proved that no universal solution

exists for finding the end of the warm-up phase, i.e., no solution

always yields correct results (independently of specific trajectory

features). Hoad et. al. [56] affirmed this finding for practical

applications, which conforms to our experience when conducting

experiments with different steady state estimators (Section Text S2

of File S1). Hence, even an expert for steady state estimation

cannot easily predict which steady state estimator performs best on

a given problem. The expert can, however, provide the required

information for generating an SPS instance that performs well on

the given problem’s features, and can be easily applied by a non-

expert user.

We evaluate our approach by composing ten steady state

estimators to an SPS instance and then testing it with time series

generated by several biochemical models. Performance measures

focus on accuracy and robustness of the estimators. Time

efficiency is not considered to be an issue, as the bottleneck in

simulation experiments usually resides in the model execution that

generates the time series and not in their analysis. However, as the

generation of time series is costly, we also investigate the data

efficiency of the tested estimators.

3.1 Experiment Setup
We describe the elements of the SPS~SA,FP,FS,s,kT that

have been realized for creating a synthetic steady state estimator.

3.1.1 Base-line Problem Solvers (A). We implemented the

following steady state estimators as base-line problem solvers:

1. MSER: identifies the warm-up phase’s end by deleting initial

observations to the point that provides the minimal MSER

statistic [10].

2. Euclidean Distance: divides a time series into vectors and

normalizes them. If all vectors of a sequence are close enough

to the unit vector, the end of the warm-up phase has been

detected [11].

3. Goodness of Fit: divides a time series into batches, counts the

amount of values below and above the mean for each batch,

and performs a Chi-Square test on the resulting histograms to

identify the warm-up phase [58].

4. Balancing Mean: counts the amount of values above and

below the mean of a time series. If the difference between both

counts is below a given threshold, the end of the warm-up

phase has been detected [6].
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5. Running Mean: assumes the end of the warm-up phase as

soon as the change in the running mean falls below a given

threshold [58].

6. Batch Mean: divides a time series into batches and the batches

into two groups. Assumes the end of the warm-up phase as

soon as the distributions of the variances for the two groups are

close enough [9].

7. Crossing Mean: counts the crosses of a time series and its

running mean. As soon as a given amount of crosses occurred,

the end of the warm-up phase is assumed [7].

8. Stop Crossing Mean: counts the crosses of time series and

running mean. As soon as no crosses happened for a given

length, the end of the warm-up phase is assumed.

9. Schruben’s Test: estimates the stationarity of a time series to

identify its warm-up phase [8].

10.Moving Windows: moves a window through a time series and

updates the mean according to the values inside the window. If

the standard deviation falls below a given threshold, the warm-

up phase has been detected [59].

Methods 1–3 have been proposed by [57] for automated

experimentation, as they do not require a careful configuration.

The others have been proposed during the last four decades and

are still in use, which illustrates the difficulty of selecting a suitable

steady state estimator for a given problem. We realized all

methods as plugins of James II, and use them with their default

parameters. The result of each problem solver is the estimated

steady state mean, or \ if no steady state mean could be

estimated. Hence, RES~R|f\g. The request is a boolean value

denoting whether additional data points are required for

estimation, hence REQ~ftrue,falseg.
3.1.2 Problem Feature Extractors (FP). The feature

extractors shall characterize two key aspects of steady state mean

estimation on a time series : the amount of noise and the shape of

the initialization bias. We implemented the following time series

feature extractors in James II:

1. Count of values above sample mean, to measure the amount of

values increasing the positive bias.

2. Count of values below sample mean, to measure the amount of

values increasing the negative bias.

3. Count of values below sample mean subtracted from those

above sample mean, to measure whether positive or negative

values dominate the time series.

4. Maximum positive distance to sample mean, to measure the

impact of values increasing the positive bias.

5. Minimum negative distance to sample mean, to measure the

impact of values increasing the negative bias.

6. Maximum absolute distance to sample mean, to measure the

overall bias.

7. Portmanteau Test [60], to get a measure for the autocorrela-

tion, and therefore an indication whether patterns in the curve

are repeated.

Features 1–6 characterize the type of bias (mainly positive or

negative) in the time series, feature 7 gives an idea about the noise.

We normalized the features in order to scale with different time

series sizes. Features 1–3 are divided by the size of the time series

and features 4–7 by its value range.

For a better characterization of the initialization bias in the

presence of noise, we implemented additional extractors that

calculate the above features from a smoothed trend curve of the

time series. We used an exponential smoothing algorithm [61] for

creating the trend curve.

Previous experiments showed that feature 6 extracted from the

time series (not on the trend curve) biased the learning process of

the composition function (see Section 3.1.5), leading to overfitted

results. Hence, we leave this particular feature extractor out in our

experiments, so that we extract 6z7~13 problem features

overall.

3.1.3 State Feature Extractors (FS). Regarding state

features, we are particularly interested in the detection result of a

steady state estimator, i.e., whether it found the end of the warm-

up phase in a time series or not. This detection result is retrieved

by a state feature extractor fd .

The extractor fd returns 1 if the request element of the given

state equals false, i.e., the end of the warm-up phase has been

detected, so that a steady state can now be estimated and no

further data is required. Otherwise, fd returns 0 if more data is

requested, i.e., the end of the warm-up phase has not been

detected yet:

fd (s)~
1, if s:req~false

0, otherwise

�
ð6Þ

3.1.4 Selection Function (s). As no selection of base-line

solvers is considered, the selection function returns all given base-

line solvers:

s(HF ,A)~A ð7Þ

3.1.5 Composition Function (k). We generate a composi-

tion function with a wrapper for WEKA’s J48, which is an

implementation of the C4.5 decision tree algorithm [62]. The

basic idea behind decision trees is to identify those attributes (i.e.,

features) of training set instances that contain most information

regarding the class attribute (i.e., end of warm-up phase detected

or not). This attribute selection is done recursively, to construct a

tree of nodes representing decisions on attributes. However, the

used tree differs from the example tree of Figure 2, as it decides on

the end of the problem time series ’ warm-up phase, instead of

deciding on the steady state estimator that shall be used for

creating estimation results. This approach offers further opportu-

nities for composition, as the results of different steady state

estimators can be combined after the end of the warm-up phase

has been found. In the present example, they have been combined

by using an equally weighted portfolio of the base-line problem

solvers.

To generate training data for the J48, we use a problem

generator that creates sample problems. It follows the evaluation

approaches of [9], [63], [64], and [57] that generate time series

over several successive steps, instead of using an M/M/1 queue as,

e.g., [65], [66], and [67] do. The reason for this decision is its

straightforward parametrization, which allows for a direct control

of several key features (see below). The problem generator has the

following structure:

G~St,s,lb,lo,n,cT ð8Þ

It generates time series with bias of length lb, trend t, and shape s.

The noise of the time series is induced by a random number

generator and varies between {n and zn. The series is of size lo
and the numbers are cross correlated with factor c.

10.
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We selected trend and shape to cover the most relevant types of

time series, orienting our selection towards previous studies

[9,57,63,64]. We pursued a more fine-grained investigation of

bias during the warm-up phase, by distinguishing between two

dimensions. The first dimension is bias trend t which includes two

variants: constant and quadratic. The second dimension is bias

shape s, where three variants are considered: a straight line shape,

an oscillating shape, and a random shape. By combining the

shapes and trends, six types of bias can be created. For instance, a

quadratic trend with an oscillating shape means that during the

warm-up phase, the time series initial bias oscillates with a

quadratically decreasing amplitude, as shown in Figure 4.

In addition to bias, three other factors have been varied in our

experiments: noise, cross-correlation, and bias length. We tested

bias lengths from 0 to 150 percent of the time series length. Bias

length of more than 100 percent allows to investigate the ability of

an estimator to handle heavily biased time series. Furthermore, as

stochasticity plays a role in steady state estimation, we tested

different noise levels to investigate the robustness of the estimators

against them. The noise levels range from 0 to 10 percent, where,

e.g., 10 percent noise means that a random value between {10
and 10 percent is added to each value of the time series. The noise

has been generated with an auto-correlation factor of 0:5 to get

more realistic random numbers that are not independent and

identically distributed. Finally the length of the time series has

been varied between 1,000 and 10,000 time points.

We generated 8,640 problem definitions, each being used to

randomly generate 10 time series to tackle stochastic bias. Hence,

each of the used steady state estimators has been applied to 86,400
time series.

3.1.6 Problem Solver Evaluation. For simplicity, the steady

state estimators used in this study are considered as monolithic

entities, i.e., each tested steady state estimator is given with a fixed

(default) parametrization. Hence, a distinct consideration of the

influence of different parameter settings is not done, but should be

the subject of follow-up studies.

We compare the performance of the created SPS instance to

those of the base-line problem solvers, by applying them to real

simulation data. To do so, we execute five p-Calculus models [68]

that produce time series as input for the steady state estimators.

The models are examples models for the Stochastic Pi Machine

(SPiM) [17]:

N MgCl2: representing the behavior of a MgCl2 solution. The

time series contains the counts of the Mg particles over time.

N NaCl: representing the behavior of a NaCl solution. The time

series contains the counts of the Naz particles over time.

N KNa2Cl: representing the behavior of a KNa2Cl solution. The

time series contains the counts of the Naz particles over time.

N HCl: representing the behavior of a HCl solution. The time

series contains the counts of bound H particles over time.

N rNHCOR: representing the synthesis reaction of an rNHCOR

amide. The time series contains the counts of the rNHCOR
particles over time.

N MAPK: representing a simplified MAPK cascade. The time

series contains the counts of the KBP cells over time.

In addition to these ‘toy’ models we test the steady state

estimators with output generated by an ML-rules implementation

[69] of the T cell receptor (TCR) signaling model by Lipniacki et.

al. [3]. The model has been designed to investigate the stochastic

influences and bistability in TCR dynamics. It is focused on the

MAP kinase ERK, the amounts of which are converted into a time

series and used as input for the steady state estimators.

For assessing the steady state estimators, we focus on accuracy,

robustness, and data efficiency. Efficiency with respect to required

computational resources (computation time, memory, etc.) is of

less importance compared to the time effort that is required to

generate time series by simulation (each simulation run took at

least five minutes, whereas any estimator application took less than

a second, in our example experiment). We investigate two

performance measures that are of practical relevance for applying

steady state estimators, i.e., the ability to find the end of the warm-

up phase and the deviation between estimated and real steady

state mean.

The investigation of additional measures could be of interest for

certain applications, e.g., the ability to cope with different noise

levels in the time series. A comparative analysis of additional

performance aspects, e.g., via principal component analysis [70], is

subject to future work.

Each time series of the test models is processed by the problem

solvers in maximal 15 iterations, i.e., the time series are divided

into 10 chunks. The first 5 chunks comprise the first time points of

the time series, until the ideal truncation point (The ideal truncation

point is calculated according to the mean squared error (MSE) based

algorithm proposed by Wilson and Pritsker [67]) is reached, i.e.,

the warm-up phase is equally divided into the first 5 chunks. The

following 10 chunks comprise the next 10 segments of the time

series (after the truncation point).

Figure 4. Successive generation of problem time series.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0091948.g004
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This kind of input data allows us to investigate the accuracy,

robustness, and data efficiency of steady state estimators. We

measure accuracy by calculating the distance between the real

steady state mean and the mean estimated by the steady state

estimator. For measuring the amount of required data, we count

the amount of chunks until the estimator produces a result, where

estimators are considered robust if they detect the end of the

warm-up phase after the first 5 chunks (where the warm-up phase

actually has ended), and data efficient if they detect it soon after

the 5th chunk.

Figure 5. The accuracy of the steady state estimators. It is measured as relative distance between real and estimated steady state on the time
series produced by the evaluation models. Note that the deviation axis is scaled logarithmically.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0091948.g005

Figure 6. The number of required iterations the steady state estimators needed. for producing an estimate on the time series produced by
the evaluation models. Negative values correspond to chunks of data points before the ideal truncation point. Positive values correspond to chunks
of data points after the ideal truncation point.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0091948.g006
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Each evaluation run (i.e., application of a problem solver onto a

set of time series chunks) has been repeated 100 times to gain

reliable results.

3.2 Evaluation Results
The accuracy of problem solvers is depicted in Figure 5. From

the base-line problem solvers, we only present the results of the

Moving Window, Batch Means, and Schruben’s Test steady state

estimators, as they performed best among the 10 tested base-line

steady state estimators during the evaluation experiment. The

results of the remaining estimators is depicted in Table S1 of File

S1. The results of the rNHCOR model are not discussed, as none

of the executed estimators was able to estimate a steady state on 15
time series chunks generated by this model.

The SPS instance is the most accurate estimator on all time

series but those generated by the HCl model (where it is the second

best). On time series generated by this model, all estimators

produce very accurate results with less than 1 percent deviation

from the real steady state mean. Hence, the worse performance of

the SPS instance could be explained by statistical fluctuations

resulting from the closeness of the different estimates.

Figure 6 shows the required chunks of data points until a steady

state could be estimated. Negative values correspond to the first 5
chunks of the time series (25 being the first chunk, {4 the second

etc.), i.e., the corresponding problem solver gave a steady state

estimate on time series data before the warm-up phase was

finished. Hence, negative values indicate that the problem solver is

less robust, as it returns biased results. On the other hand, positive

values correspond to the next 10 chunks of the time series (1 being

the first chunk after the truncation point, 2 the second etc.), i.e.,

high positive values indicate that the estimator requires many data

points after the ideal truncation points to give an estimate, making

it less efficient.

The SPS instance is the only estimator where the number of

required chunks is higher than 0 for all models, which shows its

robustness. While estimators exist that require less chunks after the

ideal truncation point, the SPS is at least the second best estimator

in this regard, and hence moderately efficient.

Altogether, the generated SPS instance is the most accurate

steady state estimator in our evaluation. It outperforms the other

estimators when applied to input data created by all but one

model. In addition, it is the most reliable estimator and its

efficiency (i.e., required data chunks) is acceptable. While the run

time of the SPS instance might be higher than that of a base-line

steady state estimator, the impact on overall experiment duration

is usually negligible. This is because the generation of time series

by simulation typically requires much more computing time than

their analysis.

Conclusion

We presented a generic scheme to compose simulation software

components for improved performance, and exemplified our

approach by composing a steady state estimator that is tuned to

the simulation of biochemical models. Our composition approach

is based on the notion of a synthetic problem solver, which

iteratively applies sub-algorithms to a problem and aggregates

their results. SPS instances can be trained on representative

sample problems from a given problem domain. With the SPS,

users are released from a manual selection of the best suited

algorithm for their problems.

The aggregation logic is highly customizable and can be

generated automatically, e.g., via machine learning. We imple-

mented an SPS prototype for the simulation framework James II

and automated its configuration and deployment, and showed

how other composition schemes can be realized as synthetic

problem solvers. In our case study, we generated and evaluated an

SPS instance for the steady state estimation of biological models.

While we developed all necessary tools for the automatic

creation of an SPS, a more intuitive and user-friendly workflow is

still work in progress. For this, we are going to rely on the

workflow management system WorMS [71]. We also plan to apply

our approach to other problem domains, such as cycle detection in

time series or simulation-based optimization.
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